A facile method for fabrication of nanostructured CuPC thin films to enhance photocurrent generation
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Figure S1. AFM images of the CuPC films which was immersed into CHCl₃ for several minutes then took out. a) the film was put into a dish, let the remnant solvent gone naturally b) remnant solvent on the surface was sucked with a piece of filter paper immediately after the film was taken out from the solvent.
**Figure S2.** 3D height AFM images of the CuPC films. a) the film treated by acetone once. b) the film treated by acetone twice. c) the film treated by acetone three times. d) the film treated by acetone four times.

**Figure S3.** SEM images of the cross section of the CuPC/PCBM films deposited on ITO glass. a) the film without treatment. b) the film treated with CHCl₃.